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Microcomputer Massage Cushion

Brief Introduction

Microcomputer acupoint magnetic massage folding chair, massage cushion, beauty bed and massage pad are the perfect combination of modern scientific technology and Chinese masotherapy, having various powerful vibrating massage ball and putting permanent magnetic steel on the relevant acupoints to produce powerful magnetic field.

According to different parts of seating and lying, it will knock, scrape, beat, finger press, rub and pinch, roll, hit and vibrating circulation massage to neck, shoudler, waist, buttocks, thigh and etc. acupoints you will enjoy magnetic physical health effect in tired. Modern science reveals: magnetic treatment will not only effectively improve blood circulation, clear and activate the channels and collaterals, remove fatigue and let you keep vigorous energy, but also loosen muscles of back and waist and recover active degree of spine, especially it has remarkable auxiliary treatment effect to insomnia, neurasthenia, emotional instability, high blood pressure reduction of kidney function, pain in the loins and back and strain of lumbar muscles, and strengthen immunity function of organism.

Eight Traditional Massage Techniques

1. Knock type: imitate fist of massager which has rhythm without rule, knock lightly and beat heavy both even and complex, let your body going off to dreamland in unlimited enjoyment.
2. Scrape type: imitate massager to scrape repeatedly from upper to down part by part with push type to let the permanent magnetic steel to produce powerful magnetic field in order to obtain physical health effect of magnetic field.
3. Beat type: imitate massager to opposite close of double palm center to tightly beat and rapidly knock or beat by palm vertically. Action is consistent and putting forth effort evenly, beat with inertial force, knock has rhythm, always relax muscles and bones, remove convulsion.
4. Finger press type: imitate fingers of massager to press channels and collaterals and coordinate the tremor effect of massage ball in order to reach the effects of dispel wind and cold, ease pain and smooth vital energy.
5. Rubbing and pinch type: imitate rubbing and pinch technique of professional massager to tightly press and rapidly release, pinch when rubbing, rubbing when pinching, cooperate repeatedly. Rubbing and pinching from shallow to deep in order to clear and activate the channels and collaterals, remove fatigue and strengthen my otome.
6. Roll type: adopt wave roll of full body, from high to low, from low to high, relax muscles of full body, natural and comfortable.
7. Hit type: hitting beating drum, hit steadily with rhythm from down to upper so that to remove melancholy and vexed, warm channels and radiate cold, qi-regulating promote blood circulation.
8. Vibration type: adopt vibration of great area of full body of pulse magnetic field produced by multi powerful vibrating massage balls to reach the sense of traveling through space so that to enjoy high quality health effect.
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Operation Instructions of Microcomputer Controller

1. Switch key: First press mains switch, indicator lamp is bright, entering working state.
2. Function key: Press function key when operating, begin circulating massage with eight techniques automatically. If you need to choose massage techniques, always press the function key again, you can choose willfully: knock, scrape, beat, finger press, rubbing and pinch, rolling, hit and vibrating, a certain technique is confirmed, it will close automatically after massaging 10 minuets, 20 minuets or 30 minuets.
3. Timing key: three kinds of time can be chosen. 10 minuets, 20 minuets or 30 minuets can be operated by you willfully.
4. Force degree key: this controller has three kinds of force degree: strong, medium, weak, as you need.
5. Neck shoulder, waist, buttocks, leg, five parts can be massaged as appointed.